
Midterm:	A Story of Primary Source Analysis and Research  
 
Choose one or more items from Special Collections/College Archives/Art Archives. Regarding your 
main item, complete the worksheets on the following pages. Look up item in Library catalog. Note 
description and other information; investigate items listed in “similar items” and “tags.” Find images 
(still and/or video) on Digital Grinnell or take your own. From the questions you develop with the 
handout, spend approximately 1-2 hours exploring potential sources from the library and/or quality 
online sources. The librarians will be more than happy to help you begin your search.  
 
You will create a 3-5 minute video using WeVideo (wevideo.com) (free personal account with 
Google, Facebook, or email sign-in. Do not use the “Office365” button; to use your Grinnell email 
use “sign up with email”) (note 5 min is the monthly limit that you can publish on the free WeVideo 
platform). Many tutorials are available at https://www.wevideo.com/academy The video should 
follow this format: 1) thick description of your item (including photos and/or video) (answering the 
“who what when where why questions” about it on the handout) 2) research questions (what 
intrigued you, and what did you then want to find out about it?) 3) highlights of research process (for 
examples: did you use historical newspaper databases for the first time? were you surprised by how 
many results came up under one related concept, or how few? was there a source that had everything 
you wanted? did you have to try another angle?) 4) highlights of research discoveries (what are the 
most exciting bits of information that you learned?) 5) list of sources (this can be just a final text 
slide or slides) 6) include photos or scans of both sides of your completed library worksheet  
 
Somewhere in the video you must use sound. You can use any tool or platform to edit it. You have 2 
options: 1) a voiceover script (note that it takes most people about 2 minutes to read 1 double-spaced 
typed page) OR 2) Text slides interspersed with your images, and an accompanying soundscape (or 
you can use a combination of those 2 options)  
 
  



Primary	Source	Analysis	Worksheet	(HUM	195-02)									NAME:	____________________________________________	
	
Item	name:		 	 	 	 	 	 Call	#:		
	
TYPE	OF	ITEM	(circle	one):	
	
Newspaper/magazine						Letter	 Receipt									Diary			 				Memorandum	 Map	 		Report							Postcard	
	
Press	Release							Advertisement		 Pamphlet	 Report									Printed	book							Photograph							Textile	 																		
	
Other	(describe):	
	
2.	UNIQUE	PHYSICAL	CHARACTERISTICS	OF	THE	ITEM:	
(Such	as	logos,	handwriting,	seals,	stamps,	added	notations,	signs	of	use,	unusual	size/weight/structure,	
materials	of	which	it	is	made,	unusual	movable	parts?):	Describe:		
	
	
	
	
	
Be	as	thorough	as	possible	with	the	knowledge	you	have	in	the	item	and	the	library	materials	about	it,	and	
specify	where	you	found	each	piece	of	evidence:	
	
When	was	this	item	created?	Do	you	know	anything	about	where	it’s	been	between	then	and	now?	
	
	
How	was	it	created	(using	what	materials,	and	what	processes,	under	what	conditions)?		
	
	
	
Who	created	it?	
	
	
Why	do	you	think	it	was	created?		
	
	
	
For	what	audience(s)?	
	
	
List	two	things	the	item	tells	you	about	life	at	the	time	and	place	it	was	created.	
	
	
	
	
	
(Adapted	from	a	Worksheet	designed	and	developed	by	the	Education	Staff,	National	Archives	and	Records	Administration,	
Washington,	DC	20408)		Is	your	document	not	quite	in	this	category?	If	it’s	a	photo,	map,	cartoon,	
artifact,	motion	picture,	poster,	or	sound	recording,	a	more	appropriate	worksheet	may	be	found	
at	http://www.archives.gov/education/lessons/worksheets/	
Made	by	Jen	Shook	with	Elizabeth	Rodrigues	&	Rachel	Schnepper	of	Grinnell	College	&	Colleen	Theisen	at	Univ	of	Iowa	



	 	

What	intrigues	me	about	this	object?	

Related	concept	

Potential	types	of	sources	
Related	person,	place,	thing	

Framing	question	#1	

	
Framing	question	#2	

Framing	question	#3	

Related	person,	place,	thing	

Related	person,	place,	thing	

Related	concept	
Related	concept	

Example	source	types	

Census	

Newspaper	

Dictionary	or	encyclopedia	
of	something	related	(you’d	
be	surprised	how	many	
kinds	of	dictionary	there	
are!)	

Map	

First-person	narrative	(oral	
history,	autobiography)	

Book	or	article	on	a	similar	
object,	concept	etc.	

Potential	types	of	sources	Potential	types	of	sources	




